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ABS’I’RACT 
The complete Schur analysis for contractive block matrices is given, together with 
its connections with positiveness. These are used for reobtaining some results on 
completion problems (sometimes in a more general setting). These. completion prob- 
lems include positive completions, con&active (and isometric) completions, and the 
realizability of upper triangular contractions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to point out that some features which have 
recently appeared in the rather extensive literature concerning completion 
problems can be obtained using the Schur analysis of positive or contractive 
block matrices. 
The Schur analysis has its origin in [31], where the coefficients of 
contractive analytic functions in the unit disk were computed from the 
so-called “Schur sequences” via a Schur algorithm. A Schur analysis for 
Hankel block matrices was done in the famous paper [ 11. The general case of 
indexing all contractive intertwining dilations was started in [ll, 121 and 
completed in [3] (see also [14]), using choice sequences (a generalization of 
Schur sequences) as free parameters. Schur analysis for positive Toeplitz 
block matrices was done in [13]; the case of arbitrary positive block matrices 
[16] asked for generalized choice sequences as free parameters. Schur-type 
algorithms are presented in all these generalizations. 
The structure of contractive block matrices is intimately connected with 
Schur analysis. This is &&rated by the intensive use of the structure of 
tweby-two matrix contractions [6,18,27] in various topics of dilation theory. 
A first attempt to generalize this for arbitrary matrix contractions was done in 
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[17]. The Schur analysis of positive block matrices [16] or the iterative use of 
the structure of the elementary rotation associated to a two-by-two matrix 
contraction [2] provides a complete description of the structure of an 
arbitrary matrix contraction; this description and the Schur analysis of 
positive matrices will be our main tools. 
The completion problems we are talking about are the following: 
(A) Consider the operators (Kij)i G i, j Q n with Ii - j( < m, where 0 < m 
G n - 1. Analyse the positive band extensions of (K. .). [A completion 
T=(I;j),,i,j~nof(Kij)isabandextensionifTisinve*~~leand(T-1)ij=O 
for Ii + j( > m.] 
(B) Consider the operators ( Ki j)i G j g i 4: ,,. Give necessary and sufficient 
conditions such that there exists an n X n contractive block matrix T such 
that Tij = Kij for I< j B i < n. Describe all solutions T and analyse isomet- 
ric, coisometric, or unitary ones. 
(C) Describe the structure of upper triangular contractions T = (Tij) (i.e. 
Tij = 0 for i > j) and their realizability as transfer operators for time-varying 
linear systems. 
We do not intend to make a complete description of the history of these 
problems. Here are some bibliographical remarks concerning them. 
For problem (A) see [20, 19, 31, 321; the maximum determinant problem 
for it is discussed in [19] and [26]. The permanence principle for problem (A) 
is given in [21]; the maximum-distance problem is studied in [lo] and [22]. 
For problem (B) see [19, 7, 8, 31, 321; the parametrization of solutions 
was done in [8] (via a linear fractional map, as a consequence of a more 
general lifting theorem) or in [ 171. The unitary case was considered in [9]. 
For transfer operators of time-varying linear system see for example [24]. 
The structure of the present paper is the following. In Section 2 we 
completely describe the Schur analysis for contractive block matrices (finite 
or infinite-Theorems 2.4 and 2.7); this analysis comprises a Schur-type 
algorithm for computing the entries of the matrix from the parameters and 
the description of the defect spaces and of the elementary rotation in terms of 
the parameters. A certain connection between positiveness and contractive- 
ness is pointed out in Remark 2.5(3) and Theorem 2.6. Some Szegii-type 
limit theorems for this contractive case are also presented (Theorem 2.8). 
The next three sections deal with problems (A), (B), and (C), respectively. 
In Section 3 we analyse positive completions using the parametrization of 
positive matrices by choice triangles. It is shown that all cases of positive 
completions consist in the Schur analysis of given data and the continuations 
of the parameters already determined [Corollary 3.2 and Remark 3.4(2)]. The 
trivial continuation-with zero entries -of the parameters determined corre- 
sponds to the solution of maximum determinant, or maximum entropies (see 
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Corollary 3.5); the known structure of the inverse of the whole matrix for this 
case is also reobtained, in the general-dimensional case (see Theorem 3.6). By 
contrast, it is shown that the maximrundistance problem is equivalent to all 
these only in the one-dimensional case (Corollary 3.9). 
Section 4 presents a similar study for contractive completions using the 
parametrization given in Theorem 2.4; the results are summarized in Corollary 
4.1. The existence (and the description of the solutions) of isometric comple- 
tions is carefully analysed in Corollary 4.2, showing the importance of the last 
given diagonal. 
Section 5 gives a variant of Theorem 2.4 for upper triangular contractions 
(Theorem 5.2). The realizability of sucii operators as transfer operators for 
unitary time-varying systems is deduced (Theorem 5.4). 
Although the first formulation and the methods are from Hilbert-space 
opr 3 large part of the results concern the finite-dimensional case (i.e. 
matrix -,_ ras); we hope that such a presentation will make clear the 
properties which are characteristic of the finite-dimensional situation and 
those which are free from this assumption. 
This paper has been circulated as INCREST preprint number 62/1986. 
2. SCHUR ANALYSIS OF CONTRACTIVE BLOCK MATRICES 
For two (complex) Hilbert spaces X and X’, the set of all @ear, 
bounded) operators from .%’ into 2’ is denoted by U( .P, 2’); 2(X’) 
stands for 2(X’, X). For a contraction T E 9(.X?, .#‘), denote as usual 
[32] by D, and Qr the defect operator and the defect space of T, i.e., 
Dr = (I - T*T)“2 (2.1) 
gT = q.(.x) . (2.2) 
The unitary operator 
J(T): A?aaD,, + .W@BT, 
J(T)= [D’, %*] (2.3) 
is called the elementary rotation of T. For an arbitrary operator S E 
2(X, X’), a(S) stands for the closed range of S. 
We first recall the Schur analysis for positive block matrices [16]; this will 
be explicitly used in Section 3, and also provides a way for obtaining the 
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structure of contractive block matrices. Consider a string { Xi }y= r of Hilbert 
spaces, .%’ = @,“_ r tii, and fix a positive operator S = (Si j)r d i, j ~ n in A?( X’), 
where Si j E J’( Xj, Xi). 
Clearly, Sii, 1~ i Q n, are arbitrary positive operators in 5?(Zi). A 
{ (S,,)y_ r }-choice triangle (called “generalized choice sequence” in [ 161) is a 
set of contractions ‘9 = (gij)r d i ~ j d n such that Gii = 0 E 9(9’(Sii)), 1~ i 
< n, and otherwise Gij acts between 9c,+l,, and 90:jm ,. We need the 
following operators associated with a choice triangle: 
(1) the TOW contructions Rij(9) = R,,, 1~ i < j < n, where 
Rij: & gc,+,,k+ a(sii)y 
k=i+l 
Rij= (Gi,i+l, *c~,+,Gi,i+2y*..~ *~,t,+, . . . Dc:,_,Gij); (2.4)ij 
(2) the column contructions Cij(S) = Cij, 1~ i < j < n, where 
cij: "(sjj) + G 
k= -(j-l) 
(t stands for matrix transpose.) 
(3) the generalized rotations Vii(S) = Ui j, 1 Q i < j < n, where 
vii = ‘ZZp(S II ) (2.6) ii 
and for j > i 
vij=J,(Gi,i+l)J,(Gi,i+,) . ..le(Gij)(~+l.j~‘~~:,)~ (2*6)ij 
where the subscript e on .!(Gi,i+k) means that ./,(G,,,+,) is J(Gi,i+k) on 
go,+, *+P%+t* and the identity elsewhere; 
(4) the triangular operators Fij(G) = Fij, 1 Q i < j < n, where 
Fii = $1” C2s7) ii 
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and for j > i 
Fi, j-l 
u. ._ c. .s’12 
Fjj = 
1.1 1 11 il 
0 
1 
DGlj . - . DC,_, ,S;p ’ 
Note that the operators Fij also verify the relations: 
RijFi+l, j 
B(Rij)Fi+l, j I ’ 
where 
fi( Rij) 
5 
C2*7)ij 
(2.7)ij 
DG.,+l -G?i+,G.i+z -Gi.i+l=D,:,,+,G,,,+, ... -G;fi+1D~,t,+~. Dc:,_,cij’ 
0 DC 1.,+2 -Gif,+&i,i+3 . . -G,fi+2%~,+3 . Dcc,_Fij 
0 0 D%+, . . -G,~,+~Dc~~+, . Dc:,_,cij 
0 0 0 . . . DC,., 
. . 
(2.7):; 
is the operator which appears in the identification of BR,, with @ i _ i + 1 gci ~ 
[see (2.15)]. 
With this notation, the Schur analysis for positive block matrices [16] is 
the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. There exi.~ts a onm+one correspde between the 
positive operators S=(Sij)l<i,jcn and thf? pairs {(Sii)l<i<nrS), where 
Sii~~(3E4)(lgign)arepositiveoperetorsandY=(G,~),.,.j,,isan 
{(S,i),?,,}&dce triungb. Bet ween corresponding elements the fillowing 
jimnulus hold: 
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andfo7i+l<j<n 
Sij=S’lj2(‘i.j-l~+,,j-,Ci+l,j+D,~,+, ... Z’c:,_,GijDc,+,,, . ..Dc.~,,,)S~~. 
(2.8) ij
Moreover, for 1 < i < j < n the following factorizutions hold: 
CSkl)i<k,l< j = FifFij' (2.g)i j 
REMARK 2.2. 
(1) There are now no difficulties in describing positive block kernels on N 
or Z, using infinite (uni- or bilateral) choice triangles; the Toeplitz case 
corresponds to choice strings or sequences. 
(2) The reason why Uij, 1~ i < j < n, from (2.6) are called generalized 
rotations will be clear from Remark 2.5. 
(3) With :espect to the decompo$tion of .%’ as @ ,?= i Xn _ i + I, the matrix 
of- S is (Sij)i<i,j<n>, where Sij = Sn-i+i,n-j+i = Sn*-j+i,n-i+i. If 
CGij)laiajan is the {(Sii)y_, }-choice triangle of S with respect to this 
decomposition, then it is plain that Gij = G,*_ j+ i, n_i+ 1 for 1~ i < j < n. 
(4) If the spaces .&, 1 < i < 12, are finite-dimensional, then the formulas 
(2.9) and (2.7) imply that 
(2.10) 
(5) The formula (2.10) illustrates very clearly the classical inequality of 
Hadamard. i.e. 
detS< fidetSij, 
i=l 
(2.11) 
and the fact that the equality in (2.11) occurs if and only if S is diagonal [for 
this last assertion see the algorithm from (2.8)]. Moreover, the generalized 
inequality of Hadamard also follows. Indeed, let 1~ p < n; then from (2.10) 
it results that 
detS< [det(Sij)lqi,j4P][det(Sij)p+l~i,j<,1]. (2.12) P 
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the equality in (2.12), occurs if and only if Gij = @ for 1 Q i < p and 
p + 1~ j < n. An inspection of the algorithm (2.8) shows that this is the case 
if and only if Sij=O for lgidp and p+l<j<n. (For Hadamard 
inequalities see for example [23].) 
We will give now the structure of a contractive block matrix and of its 
elementary rotation. 
For this, let Z= @,r”_,&, X’= 63jn_rXj’, and T=(Tij)l~i~“,rgj(, 
be a contraction in 9(X, X’), where m, n E N (the finite case). The 
structure of T can be described using the analysis of positive block matrices 
via the fact that ]]T]] < 1 if and only if the block matrix 
s= 
I 0 T”, . . * * T,,. 
T 21 
0 I T,, Tl2 * . . Tim 
TIT . * * * T,T 1 0 
T,*, . . . . Tlzl 0 Z 
(2.13) 
(acting in Xn’@ . . . @3P[@3Sf?lC3 * *. @Zm) is positive. The previous analy- 
sis suggests the following: 
DEFINITION 2.3. A ( @ ,z 1 .$, ~33 y_ 1 .%?j’)-choice matrix is a set of con- 
tractions ~=(Gi,j)O~i~n,O<j<m~ where GO,j = 0 E U(Zj, Zj_r), for 1 Q j 
d m (X0 = {0}), G,, = 0 E 6p(ZiLr. Xi’) for 1~ i d rr (&’ = {0}), and for 
ij > 0, Gij is in U(.9o _ , LSGyj_,). 
To any choice ma;&‘we attach the following objects [similar to (2.4), 
(2.5), and (2.6)]: 
(1) the row contractions Rij(S) = R,,, 1 <id n, 0 Q j < m, i + j > 1, 
where 
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(2) the column contractions C,,(S) = Cij, 0 d i 6 n, 1 < j d m, i + j > 1, 
where 
cij = o,..., 
i 
i-ltimes t 
~~Glj~G,jD~ G..Dc,mI . ..D. ; ,,Y”‘V ‘] ,J IJ 
i 
(2*15)ij 
(3) the gmulized rotations Vii(S) = Ujj, 1 < i < n, 1 < j < m, i + j > 2, 
where 
qj: #j_lC3 . . . 6iurl + .##I3 *. . $xj_l, 2 Q j < m, (2.16)ij 
q,: x/Cl3 . . . 8.3q’1- 3ql#l3 . . . a3.@;, 2<i<n, (2.16),, 
are the matrices with I on the cross diagonal and zero elsewhere, and for 
2<i<n and2<j<m, 
where the subscript e has the same meaning as in (2.6), and OxI,8S is the 
zero operator between .%‘l and A?~. With this notation, we have the 
following: 
THEOREM 2.4. (a) There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the 
contractions T E L?($,~l Xi, @i”_l Xj’) and the set of (etrl Xi, 
@y,_ 1 *‘)-choice matrices 9 = (Gij),, G i a m, o c j G n, i+ j, o. Between corre- 
sponding elements, the folluwing fonnulus hold: 
T,, = G,, (2~7)~~ 
andfori+j>2 
Tij=Ri,j_1CrtlCi_1,j+Dc:,.. 
(Schur algorithm for block-contractions). 
D c,t,_,GijDc ‘ ‘,I . . . DC,,, (2*17)ij 
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(b) Moreover, if T and 9 correspond to each other, then the following 
unitary identifications hold: 
a(T) 
LaT = 9(-_03 . . * cl+ “” (2.18) 
a.(T) 
gT* = 9&B . . . cq. “rn’ (2.19) 
where a(T)D, [a,(T)D,.) is an m X m [n X n] upper triangular matrix 
having on the diagonal the products DC,,DCn_, j * - - DClj, 1~ j < m 
[DCF,DCr,_, . . . Dca, 1 B i G nl. 
(c) With these identijkations of the defect spaces of T, its elementary 
rotation J(T) has the following cell-structure (for clarity, the picture is 
drawnform= andn=3): 
Part (a) follows directly from Theorem 2.1. The defect identifications in 
Part (b) can be deduced using (2.9) applied to S from (2.13). However, (b) 
and (c) can be obtained using the structure of defect spaces of row and 
column contractions [3; 14, Lemmas 1.3, 1.41 and of tweby-two matrix 
contractions [6, Theorem 1.31, as well as the form of their elementary rotation 
[4, Lemma 2.2; 2, Proposition 1.11. A careful inspection of these results show 
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that the general case of (2.18), (2.19), and (2.20) can be reduced to the basic 
ingredients mentioned above. Let us also note that the factorizations in [17] 
can be simply read out from (2.20). 
REMARK 2.5. (1) A useful property (already alluded in the previous 
reduction of the general case) of the description of matrix contractions by 
choice matrices is that one can easily handle the operations of “gluing” or 
“breaking” some of the spaces { 4 }y= r and { Xj’};= r; these operations 
require exactly the same action on the associated choice matrix. This feature 
is important in iterative analyses, as those performed in Section 4 on 
completion to isometries. 
(2) Let us mention also another feature of the choice matrix 9 associated 
to a contraction T. The strings {Gin GiZ,. . ., Gi,}r=r are fitted to produce 
the row contractions 
Ri=R((Gij);lBjdm): j~l~,-,,,+sj’~ 
(2.21)ij 
1 <i < n [see (2.14)]. Because D,,_ (via (Y~) can be identified with go,, 
@ ..‘@L@c ,nl, the string {R,=R,,R,=R,cu,,?i,=R,a,a,)D?iz ,... L R,= 
R,P,-~...+%_, } is fitted to produce the column contraction C( Ri; 16 
i < n) =(i[,, R,% ,,..., ?~,DR~~, ..+ %,)‘, which is exactly T. So, with a 
slight abuse of notation, we can write 
T=C((R(Gij);1~j~m);l6i~n)=R((C(Gij);1~idn);l$jdm). 
(2.22j 
This is another explanation of the fact that choice matrices behave nicely on 
“breaking” or “gluing” components in the direct-sum decompositions of .8’ 
and 3’. 
(3) We are now able to explain the term “generalized rotation” which 
appears in (2.6) and (2.16). First, it is easy to verify that the operator Uij 
from (2.16) is (modulo some obvious space manipulations) the elementary 
rotation of the matrix (Tkl)lQkGi_l, lGlbj_l. 
The positive case deserves more attention. Consider again the 
notation from the beginning of this section: S E U(X) is a positive oper- 
ator with the matrix (Sij)lci,jcn with respect to the decomposition 
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%’ = @,“_-,Xi and the {(Sii)r_I}choice triangle 9 = (G,j)l.i.js,,. 
Cynstruct now the { @,‘hz 9%’ (S,,), @,“=T~9(Sii)}-choice matrix 9 = 
(G..) _ 8~ OCr*n l.O<jCn-1, i+j>Oy where 
‘ij=Gn-i,zn-ei-j+l 
for i + j >, n + 1, and Gij = 0 on the other positions; this means that to the 
choice triangle 
we associate the choice matrix 
0 0 0 
Denote by T = (Ti j)l G i, j c n_ 1 the contraction associated to $ by Theorem 
2.4. Then the operator q. (j > 1) which appears in (2.6) is (neglecting the 
identity on some spaces) & e elementary rotation of the matrix 
CT ) -’ kl n J+l<k<n-l,i<l<j-1. 
We think it worthwhile to isolate a part of the preceding remark as the 
following (see also Theorem 3.2 of [5]): 
THEOREM 2.6. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between the 
positive matrices S = (Sij)l d i, j d n E 9( C3,!_-1Xi) and the pairs {(Sii)y_‘-l, T}, 
where Sii E Y(.%?~) are arbitrary positive operators and T E 
9( @fmzgtsiiX @ft--,‘9(sii)) is a contraction with Tkl = 0 for k + I< n. 
This correspondence is given by S c) B +P 9 t) T jkm Remark 2.5(3). 
We now briefly discuss the infinite case (i.e., where m and/or n are 
infinite; the case of matrix contractions indexed by Z can be also inferred 
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from this). First, let us note that the algorithm described in part (a) of 
Theorem 2.4 [and the representation (2.22)] works in the infinite case, with 
corresponding infinite choice matrices. 
For the identification of defect spaces in the infinite case, we need the 
analysis of infinite row contractions as done in [15, Propositions 1.4 and 1.61. 
To recall this, suppose n = 1 and m = co in the previous considerations. Then 
T = (G,,, DofiG,,, %&z&,,~ . . .). For each lgk<w, denote Tk= 
T ( @i_ 1 Sj, and by Pk the orthogonal projection of .@ onto @f= r Xj. Then 
the operator 
a(T)& = D,(T), (2.23) 
where 
D,( T ) = ;-ljz a( Tk) DTkPk (2.24) 
[see (2.18) for a(Tk) and (2.7)” for a(Tk)DTk], is a unitary operator (Proposi- 
tion 1.4 in [15]). 
For computing 9r., define 
a,(T): + + F(T), 
4T)DT. = D,, .(T), (2.25) 
where 
D:,,(T) = ;-!z Id’,)%; 1’ (2.26) 
[a*(Tk)DTk. : 2”-+ 9Gs is CI,(T,)D,~~ = DC:, . . . DcT1l, and 
P’(T) = a(%, dT)); (2.27) 
then a,(T) is a unitary operator (Proposition 1.6 in [15]). 
Of course, similar facts hold for column contractions. 
In the case n < 60, the space 9r can be easily identified [using (2.22) and 
(2.23)] with @i”_ r9,+ the unitary operator which realizes this identification 
being an infinite upper triangular matrix haying on the diagonal the products 
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D G”j . . . Do,, (1~ j < co). Something similar is true for 9r. when m < cc 
and n = co. In general, using (2.22), (2.25), and (2.24), we have: 
THEOREM 2.7. Let T = (Tij)lci, j<m be a contraction, and let 9 = 
(Gi,j)o<i,j<oo, i+j>o be its choice matrix. Then the following are unitary 
operators: 
a[*(T):~~.~ ~~(R((Gij);l~j<~)). 
i-l 
(2.28) 
Simple identifications show that Theorem 2.7 contains the cases where m 
(or n) is finite. On the other hand, the facts from Remark 2.5 and Theorem 
2.6 have obvious “infinite” variants. 
We end this section by pointing out some Szegii-type limit phenomena 
(see 1251) for a contraction T = (Tij)lG i, j im. (Similar facts for the positive 
case were obtained in [16] and [5] as nonstationary variants for the classical 
Szegii limit theorems; see [13], [15], and [4] for the Toeplitz case.) 
These phenomena are based on the fact that if T =(Tij)lGiG,,lGjgm, 
and all Hilbert spaces involved are of finite dimension, then Theorem 2.4(b) 
implies that 
det(Z - T*T) = n det D&. 
l<iCn 
ld jsm 
(2.29) 
Suppose now that T = ( Ti j)l d i, j G mr that all Ti j act on finite-dimensional 
HiIbert spaces, and that the choice matrix is “nondegenerate,” i.e. det DC,, # 0 
for all 14 i, j < 00. To simplify the writing, let us consider the contractions 
M$=(T,j)a<i</3,y&j<6’ 
(2.30):; 
where a, j3, y, S E N; if a > ~3 or y > 8, take M$ = 0. Also, for a contraction 
W on finite-dimensional spaces, denote 
d(W) = det D&. (2.31) 
There are quite a few convergence phenomena resulting from nonstationary 
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Szegij-type limit theorems in [16, 51, and from the specific form of (2.13). 
Their importance comes, e.g., from their geometric significance as conver- 
gence of angles in nonstationary processes and from connections with maxi- 
mal-entropy spectral analysis. Due to row-column symmetry of T, we give 
here only row formulas. 
THEOREM 2.8. For T = (T,j)l 6 i, j ( cc (with all Hilbert spaces of finite 
dimensions), we have 
(a) For every q E N, 
= jyl d(W,t) 
d( M;,,l+) 
= !jId(Gq,). (2.321, 
Denote this limit by gc)( T) (the symmetric notation g $Y)( T) for columns is 
clear ). 
(b) For a fixed q E N and p 2 q, 
P d(M;;;) 
= ,,?m iFq d( M&lJ’) 
fi fi d(Gi,) = fi g{“(T). (2.33),,, 
i=q n=l i=q 
(c) For a fixed q E N, the limit for p + CO in (2.33),,, is 
fi fi d(Gi”) = fi g:“(T) = ,‘i-“m gp). . . go) 
i 
. (2.34)q 
i=q n=l i=q 
Part (a) is the analog of the first Szegii limit theorem; it is natural to call 
g:)(T) the r-geometrical mean of order q for T. Part (c) is the analog of the 
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second Szegij limit theorem, and part (b) is a “scaling” of Szegij limit 
theorems which connects the first one (for p = q) with the second one (for 
p + cc). See [16, Corollaries 5.6 and 5.71. Note also the expression for the 
r-entropy of order 9 for T [16, Relation 5.141, 
h:‘(T) = - ilngg)(T) = - f lndet DC,“. 
n=l 
(2.35) q 
The limits in Theorem 2.8 can be multiplied starting by deleting the first s 
(E N) columns of T; in this way one obtains ggi( T), and so on. 
3. POSITIVE COMPLETIONS 
This section is devoted to the study of positive block matrices using their 
structure given in Theorem 2.1. The problems to be considered come from 
problem (A), and include such topics as positive completions of band (or 
more general) matrices, the permanence principle, extremal (band) comple- 
tions, the maximum-determinant problem, and maximum-distance problems. 
We reobtain-in an unified way-some results from [19, 20, 21, 26, 10, 22, 
31, 321 (some in a more general setting), and we offer explanations of these 
results using the choice triangle associated to a positive matrix. We consider 
only the “finite” case, which contains all the necessary ingredients; see also 
Remark 2.2(l) for the “infinite” case. 
Let X = @,?_ 1 si be a Hilbert space. For a positive operator S = 
(Sij)lai,jGn E Y(Z), we consider its associated {(Sii)}i.i.,,-choice trian- 
gle 9(S) = 9 = (Gi j)l d i c j d n (see Theorem 2.1) and the row contractions, 
column contractions, generalized rotations, and triangular operators associ- 
ated to 9 by (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) respectively. 
To formulate a more general completion problem than problem (A) we 
need the following: 
DEFINITION 3.1. Aset Ec[(i,j)ligj,lgign,lbj9n} iscalleda 
quu.sitriangk if ji=max{jIigj~n,(i,j)EE} >i for each lgign and 
for every (k, 1) with i < k < 1~ ji,(k, 1) E E. 
Note that the sequence { ji }y_ i appearing in the previous definition is 
nondecreasing. 
Now we can consider the problem: 
(A)z Consider a quasitriangle E and for each (i, j) E E choose an Sij E 
9(Xj, 4). Give necessary and sufficient conditions such that there exists a 
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positive S E P(X) with the chosen entries for (i, j) E E, and describe all 
such S. 
A necessary condition for the existence of a positive completion for 
(‘ij)(i, j)EE -where E is a quasitriangle-is the following: 
( * ) For each 1~ i < n, the block matrix (Skl)i ( k. l G j, is positive, where 
for i < j, Sij = S$. 
If condition ( * ) is verified, then one can apply Theorem 2.1 for analysing 
the structure of positive matrices which appear in it. The “overlappings” 
which appear in condition ( * ) and the one-to-one feature of Theorem 2.1 
imply that CSij)(i,j)EE verifying ( * ) is characterized by a set of contractions 
CGi j)(i, j) E E such that Gii = 0 E Z’(5%‘(Sii)), 1 < i < n, and otherwise Gi, acts 
between go and go,_. [If (i, j) E E, i < j, then it easily follows that 
(i + 1, j) a&‘(?, j - 1) ar?in E.] 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let E be a quasitriangb and (Sij)Ci, j)E E a set of 
opmatms. Then (‘ij)(i, j)E E admits a positive completion if and only if it 
verifies ( * ). In this case, the positive completions of (Sij)(i, j) E E are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the compktions of the set of contractions 
tGij)(i, j)E E to a {(S,, )} y_ i-choice triangle. 
This follows from the fact that the quasitriangle of contractions (Gi j)Ci, j) E E 
can be always completed to a { ( Si j)} F_ r-choice triangle (taking, at least, zero 
if (i, j) @ E, i < j), and from Theorem 2.1. The algorithm connecting corre- 
sponding elements (under the correspondence of the corollary) is that given 
in (2.8). 
REMARK 3.3. Let 1~ ml < m2 Q n. It is clear that if E is quasitriangle, 
then E(m,, m2) = {(i, j) E E Im, < i Q j < m,} is also a quasitriangle. So, 
if (Sij)(i,j)EE has a positive completion, the same is true for any 
(‘ij)(i, j)E E(m,,m%) with 1 Q m, < m2 < n, condition ( * ) being also hereditary. 
This is the so-called permunence principle [21]. 
REMARK 3.4. (1) When there exists an m E N such that in the quasitri- 
angle E, ji = min{ i + m,n} for any 1 Q i Q n, we reobtain the band situation 
considered (in the finite dimensional case) in [19, 20, 211. This situation 
includes the Toeplitz case. 
(2) In [26] there were characterized all configurations which admit 
positive completions; these are the “chordal graphs.” The process of comple- 
tion indicated in [26] is a stepby-step one, each step being a band configura- 
tion [which can be analysed in the general (non-scalar) case using our 
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previous consideration]. We choose to work with quasitriangle configurations 
(which are, even after a reordering, chordal graphs) because they permit 
“global” completions and, on the other hand, they appear in the heart of the 
mentioned completion process for chordal graphs. Moreover, the results in 
Corollary 3.5 and Theorem 3.6 are true for chordal graphs. 
The interpretation of the maximum-determinant problem [19, 261 is the 
following: 
COROLLARY 3.5. Consider again the situation of Corollay 3.2, and 
suppose that the Hilbert spaces involved are finitedimensional. Then there 
exists one and only one positive completion having a maximum determinant, 
namely that obtained j?om the completion with zeros of the quasitriangle 
associated to the given data. This is also the unique solution which maxi- 
mizes all the entropies of o&r i, 1~ i < n (SQQ &&ion (5.14) in [5] for the 
definition of the entropies). 
The result follows from the formula (2.10). 
In the cited papers, the solution to the maximumdeterminant problem is 
obtained as the unique positive completion whose inverse has zeros at the 
places where the entries of the initial matrix are not prescribed. 
In our setting this phenomenon follows from the study of “nonstationary” 
orthogonal polynomials associated to a positive block matrix. We present here 
only a shortcut for obtaining this characterization of the solution of the 
maximumdeterminant problem from our Corollary 3.5. 
THEOREM 3.6. 
be a positive operator with the choice triangle 9 = (Gij)l c i G j d ,,. lf the 
operators Sii, 1 Q i< n, and D, 
V’ 
1~ i < j < n, are invertible, then S is 
invertible. 
(b) In this case, if E is a quasitriangle and G,, = 0 for (i, j) g E, then 
(S-‘Ji = 0 for (i, j) 4 E. 
Proof. Part (a) follows by induction over n from (2.9) and (2.7). 
(b): Let E be a quasitriangle, and suppose Gij = 0 for (i, j) 4 E. From 
(2.9),, it follows that the conclusion would follow from the fact that (F,-,‘)ij 
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= 0 for (i, j) @ E (remember that F,, is an upper triangular matrix). The 
relation (2.7),, implies that (we consider the nontrivial situation n >, 2) 
with respect to the decompositions ( @Z?:r’ a,,,,) @go,, and [ @,“~r’%‘(Sii)] 
@A’($,,). From (3.2) it follows that we can reach our conclusion by 
induction over n, provided we handle the operator 
So it remains to prove that the first n’ components of the column Cr, are 
zero, where n’= max{ i ](i, n) 4 E}. For n = 2, C,, = C,, = G,,, and the 
result follows immediately. Suppose now that n > 3 and that n’ 2 1. We will 
show that the first component of en, is zero, and that the proof can go on by 
induction. From (2.7);. n_ r, we obtain 
with respect to the decompositions 9,-,,@( @,Yi2’90,,) and g(Srr)@ 
[ @.“‘e’ 9(Sii)]. From (2.6),,,_, we have 
(3.5) 
where 
VI,,,-1 = Je(G,,)Je(G,,) . .. Je(‘G,nd (3.6) 
and the matrix is written with respect to the decompositions 
(@il”,-nQo? _,)‘90r._l and (@t”i’%, )@+_,. But V,, n _ r is, mod- 
ulo the canokal identifications of defect’spaces ‘(see Theorem 2.4), the 
elementary rotation of R r, n _ r, so 
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with respect to the decompositions (@,~~~&Q,)B&~,_, and gc,,@ 
( ei”_i’ go,,); the entries denoted by * wilI not be used explicitly. Finally 
Cl, = (CZn,Oy, 
because of (2.5),, and of the fact that G,, = 0. 
Now, using (3.4), (3.5), (3.7), and (3.8), the relation (3.3) implies that 
The relation (3.9) shows indeed that the first component of cr,, is zero, and 
that the proof of the fact that the first n’ components are zero can be carried 
out inductively. 
The proof of theorem is now complete. n 
REMhRK 3.7. The implication in Theorem 3.603) is in fact an equivalence 
(due to the one-to-one correspondence of Corollary 3.2), and does not depend 
on the finite dirnensionality of the spaces { Xi } y_ r. In the finite-dimensional 
case, it gives the characterization of the solution to the maximumdeterminant 
problem obtained in [19] and [26]. 
We end this section with an analysis of the maximum distance problem 
from [lo, 221. A generalization of this problem as considered in [22] is the 
following. Consider a family { sn}z_ r of Hilbert spaces and for each n E N 
let S,, E Z( Xn) be a fixed positive operator. Fix also a positive block matrix 
S=(Sij)l*i,j<m' A pair *y= {(V(n)),,.; X }, where X is a Hilbert space 
and V(n) E -Ep( Xn, X), is called an SadmissibZe pair if 
sij=v(i)*v(j), l<i,jdm. (3.10) 
For an Sadmissible pair Y define Xn(Y) = Y” = Vi, 1 V( k)3ED, c X and 
P,,(V)=P,,=PX? The pair Y is called extremcll if for every neN the 
quantity 
ll(Z - P,)V(n +1)11 (3Wn 
is equal to the supremurn, taken over all admissible pairs, of similar quanti- 
ties. The general maximumdistance problem (MDP) means to describe all 
extremal ssdmissible pairs. 
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The Toeplitz case (TMDP) poses-when 2” = ZI and S,, = S,, for 
every n, and S is Toeplitz-the same extremal problem taken over all 
admissible pairs which verify instead of (3.10) the conditions 
‘i-j+l,l =v(i)*v(j) for Ii-jl<m. (3.10), 
The SC&~ case (both for MDP and for TMDP) means that dim 2” = 1 for 
every n E N. (In [22] the scalar case of TMDP is considered.) 
Our approach to MDP is the following. First, we show that all Sadmissi- 
ble pairs can be (essentially) described by using all completions of the 
{ (S,,)y_ 1 }-choice triangle (associated to S) to a { (S,,)T* 1 }-choice triangle. To 
do this, we have to recall from [16] the desc-tiption of so-called Kolmogorov 
decomposition for a positive block matrix S = (Sij)l ~ i, j < m in terms of its 
associated { S,, }r_ ,-choice triangle 9 = { (Gi j)l d i ~ j < m }. For this, consider 
the infinite row contractions 
Ri = Rim, lgi<co, (3.12)i 
defined by (2.4), and the identifications of defect spaces of R, as done in 
(2X3-(2.27) (following [15]); recall that .F(Ri) [defined in (2.27) and 
(2.26)] is an identification of the space gR:, and denote 
g(Ri)=a(Ri)Q,,= 6 gG,,> l<i<oo. (3.13), 
j=i+l 
Define the spaces 
y(i) = . . . ~W(R,)&F(R,)~W(R,)CB ... aF(Ri_,)M’(Sii)s9(Ri), 
2<i<ca, (3.14), 
and for 1 < i < co the unitary operators 
w, . x(i+ 1) + x(i) 
8’ > 
wi = z03wio, (3.15)i 
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where 
(3.16), 
Consider now the pair Y9 = { (V,( i))i E N, X(l)}, where 
V,(i) : 3q --) x-(l), 
V,(i) = 
i 
( 1 Px' LqS,,) *%12 , i=l, (3.17)i 
[ W,w, * .-Wi_l19?(S,i)]S,!i/2, i>l. 
The pair Y9 is then the minimal Kohnogorov decomposition of 9, i.e. 
Sij = V,(i)*V,( j) for all 1~ i, j < cc and Xc’) = Vi E N V(i)Xi; Y?~ is clearly 
an Sadmissiblepairfor S=(Sij)lGi,jcm. 
The next lemma is the basis of our analysis of MDP: 
LEMMA 3.8. With the previous notation, 
Proof. For n = 1, we have 
simply by looking at the matrix of Wp [see (3.16), and (2.7&J. The proof 
can be completed by*induction, applying the induction hypothesis to the 
matrix obtained from S deleting the first row and the first column, and finally 
performing the last product with W, . n 
Let us remark that the previous lemma also follows from the formula for 
the product W,W, - - - W,, obtained via the analysis in Theorem 3.2 from [5]. 
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Our discussion of MPD is now transparent. Any Sadmissible pair Y for 
the fixed positive block matrix S = ( Si j)i d i, j G m produces a po$tive extension 
S of S (note that the main diagonal is fixed). This extension S has a choice 
triangle 5? and a unique Kolmogorov decomposition Y& It is clear that Y9 
is, essentially, the minimal part of Y. Thus it follows that the supremum in 
(3.11), can b,e taken only over all ^tr,, obtained from various positive 
extensions of S (or, which is equivalent, from all completions of the choice 
triangle of S to an infinite {(S,,)F_r }-choice triangle). So we obtain: 
COROLLARY 3.9. (a) For MDP the supremum in (3.11),, n > m, is 
equal to IIS,‘<2, , n+ J, which is attained, for example, by the completion of 
the choice triangle of S with zero entries. However, in the rwnscalur case, 
(3.18) shows that this solution is far from being unique. 
(b) For TMDP the supremum in (3.11),, n > m, is eguul to 1) D, 
. . . %, .+,wi,"+lll = lIQ&, . . 
” m+,.n+, 
. Dc,S:{2]] (where Gj=Gi,i+j fm every 
i, j > 1); which is attained, for example, by the completion of the choice 
sequence of S with zero entries. However, in the nonscalar case, (3.18) shows 
that this solution is far j&n being unique. 
(c) In the scalar case both MDP and TMDP have unique solutions, 
namely those indicated in (a) and (b), respectively. 
REMARK 3.10. (1) Corollary 3.9 shows that in the scalar case MDP or 
TMDP is equivalent to the maximum determinant problem (see [22]). It also 
shows that, in general, this is no longer true: the unique solution to the 
maximumdeterminant problem is a solution to MDP or TMDP, which have 
many others. 
(2) The formula (3.2) from [22], which expresses the distance from (3.11) 
-for the scalar case -in terms of a ratio of Gramians, follows easily from 
Lemma 3.8 and from our formula (2.10). 
4. CONTRACTIVE COMPLETIONS 
In this section we apply the Schur analysis of contractive block matrices 
(given in Section 2) to problem (B). Following a notation which is usual in 
this context (see e.g., [8, 9]), we define for a fixed n E N, for two families of 
Hilbert spaces {Xi}ibibn and {q’}rGicn, and for - n < m < n, the sets 
Q,(m)= {KE~(Z,.%‘);K=(Kij)withKij=Ofori<j-m} (4.1), 
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and 
Q,(m)= {KE~(~,~~);K=(Kij)withKij=Ofori>j-m}, 
(4.% 
where %‘= @,Y__,3Eoi, LX?‘= @,?_-,Xi’. Clearly a,( - n) = {O}, Q,(n) = 
Q&n - 1) = P(X, X”), and Ql(m) = a,( - m)* for - n < m < n. Due to 
the last fact, we present only the case of S12,, the other one being completely 
similar. With these notations, a generalization of problem (B) reads as 
follows: 
(B’), Consider K E Q&m), - n Q m Q n - 1. Give necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions such that there exist contractions in the coset K + Q,( m + l), 
and describe all solutions. Also, the same problem with contractions replaced 
by isometric, coisometric, or unitary operators. 
More general completion problems can be handled, provided the given 
data can be “moved” to the upper left comer (a fact also remarked in [17]); 
moreover, the basic facts appear in the study of problem B’, and the 
interested reader can adapt the analysis done for positive completions in 
Corollary 3.2. The fact that only “square” matrices are considered here is also 
inessential. 
We apply now Theorem 2.4 to obtain some of the results on problem (B’) 
from [19], [7], [8, Theorem 21, and [9]. For this, let K = (Kij) E Ql(m), where 
- n + 1~ m < n - 2 (to avoid trivial cases). The following condition is 
clearly necessary for the existence of a contraction in K + Q,(m + 1): 
(*) For each p with max{l, 1 - m} < p < n, the block matrix 
(Kij)p~i~n,l~j~minlp+m,n) isacontn~tion. 
Suppose K verifies ( * ); then one can apply Theorem 2.4 for analysing the 
structure of the contractions which appear in condition ( * ). For this it is 
necessary to “move” the lower left comer to the upper left one; we do this 
by writing .%?I= @Z”p_,Xd_i, so the row 9 becomes row n - 9 (1~ 9 < n). 
We keep, however, the initial notation for the matrix entires. Taking into 
consideration the “overlappings” which appear in condition ( * ), and the 
one-to-one property of Theorem 2.4, it follows that K verifying ( * ) is 
characterized by a set of contractions 
B(K) = {G..} 81 m-(1,1-m)~i~n+l,O~j~min(i+m,~),(~+l-i)+j>O’ (4.3) 
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where 
G n+l,j=O:zj+xj_l for lQj<min{n+m+l,n} (4.4)j 
(with 20 = {O}), 
Gi,o = 0: &;I + zi’ for max{l,l-m} <i<n (4.5) i 
(with S;+ 1 = { 0}), and 
Gij: 9~ ‘+,.I + 9~:~~ 1 for (n+l-i)j>O; (4.6) ij 
the connection between K and 9(K) is given by the algorithm (2.17). 
It is clear that 9( K ) can be completed to a ( CB ,?_ 1 Xi, 63 y= 1 Xn’_ j)-choice 
matrix, and that the freedom in starting this completion depends on the 
defect spaces of the elements of the “last diagonal” in 9(K). We have then: 
COROLLARY 4.1. LetK~Q~(rn), where -n+l,<m<n--2. 
(a) There exist contractions T + &(m + 1) if and only if K verifies (*). 
In this case, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the contrac- 
tions T E K + 52,( m + 1) and the completions of Y( K ) to 
( CB ?= 1 Xi, 03 j’_ 1 zl._ .)-choice matrices 9(T); the defect spaces JB~ and gT. 
cai be (unit&y) identified with CB L= 1 TC~~,~ and ~3 z= 1 9G,‘,, respectively. 
Moreover, if K verifies ( * ): 
(b) There exists only one contraction in K + G2,u(m + 1) if and 
only if j&n each pair ( gC ,+I.,+“+1 9 G,T,+,}, for max{ 1, - m} Q i G 
min{ n - m - 1, n}, at least one space is zero. 
(c) Zf the Hilbert spaces involved are of finite dimensions, then there 
exists one and only one contraction in K + Q,(m + 1) which has maximum 
entropy for each row (or column); that is the completion of S(K) with zero 
elements. 
Part (a) follows from Theorem 2.4; the algorithm connecting correspond- 
ing elements is that given in (2.14). Part (b) results from the way 9(K) is 
completed to a choice matrix. Part (c) follows from (2.35). 
We call the completion of 9(K) with zero elements-even in the 
infinite-dimensional case-the maximum-entropy completion. 
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We analyse now the existence of isometries in K + &(m + l), reobtaining 
some results in [9, Theorem 3.11 (without the finite-dimensional assumption). 
The cases of coisometric or unitary completions can be inferred from this. 
For K E Q2,(m), - n + 1 d m < n - 2, consider S(K), the set of contrac- 
tions associated to K by (4.3)-(4.6). Denote 
dij = dim DG,,ia dG=dimDz ,, ‘.I C4s7)i, j 
COROLLARY 4.2. With preuious notation, there exist isometrics in K + 
Q,(m + 1) if and only if the following conditions are fuljX!ed: 
~ dj_,,j f ~d~g + ‘~‘d:_,,j 
f-1 k-l j = 1 
forall lGi<n+m, 
n+WZ 
C dj-m,j+ 5 d n+l,j < -fd,i,, +nydT-m,j (4.8) _ 
j-l j-n+m+l k=l j-1 
ifm<O, or 
d l,l=dl,z= e.0 =dl,,+l=o, 
i dj,j+m G ‘k’dlfj+, 
f-2 j-l 
for all 2 < i < n - m (4.8) + 
if m > 0. In this case, there exists a one-&me correspondence between the 
isometrics in K + O,(m + 1) and the completions of 9(K) to 
(63,?__,Xi, @~_lH,,‘_j)-choice matrices with Glj (1~ j < n) being isome- 
tries. 
Proof. Note first the following fact concerning two-by-two matrix con- 
tractions. Suppose that the (1, l), (1,2), and (2,1) entries are given, i.e. 
[ r2t* DA:“] , (4.9) 
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with A, rr, and r, contractions. Then the (2,2) entry can be chosen such 
that the whole matrix is an isometry if and only if 
r, is an isometry and dim D,, Q dim Drz. (4.10) 
This follows from the structure of the (2,2) entry as - raA*T, + Dr; TD,,, 
where I? E LY(Br,, LSr2’) is a contraction, and from the fact that the defect of 
the matrix is unitarily equivalent with g,@L@r (see Theorem 2.4). 
Coming back to the situation of the corollary, we wil! need the notation 
from (2.30); we intertwine the indices indicating the rows in order to 
emphasize the way we are looking at the matrices in this section. 
Let K be given as in the statement, and let 9(K) be its associated set of 
contractions (by Corollary 4.1). For clarity, we analyse separately the case 
m<Oand thecase m>O. 
Case I: m < 0. We try to construct an isometry in K + Q2,(m + 1) by 
completing inductively the contractions M:T;“*’ to ti’-valued isometrics, 
1~ i < n + m. After this, the last step will be to complete M,$+” to an 
isometry defined on .%‘. The first step is to complete the column M,!,<“‘*’ to 
an X”-valued isometry. From (4.8)_ for i = 1 we have 
dl-,,L< C cl& 
k=l 
(4.11), 
which is exactly the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an 
isometric completion of Mft-“‘*’ to a matrix Mi:: via an isometry 
w,: ~~,_“,,,+c;:pfy. We have, in general, that [see -(2.3)] 
d L_m,L +dim gw,* = z d&; 
k=l 
(4.12)~ 
in case dl_,,l is not finite, we take W, such that 
dim gw,. = F dzo. 
k=l 
(4.131, 
The next step consists in completing Mt;“*2 to an X’-valued isometry, 
respecting the already chosen M,, 1. ‘sl After obvious identifications, this reduces 
to a problem similar to that presented in (4.9) and (4.10): in our case, one can 
take A = K2_,,,rr I’r = G2-m,2, I?, = (Gl-,,l, &~__,,Wdta The operator r2 
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is in this case an isometry because W, is so; thus (4.10) implies that the 
necessary and sufficient condition for the solution of this step is that 
d2-m,2 < dl-,,,,I +h*w,*. (4.11)s 
From (4.12), and (4.13), it follows that (4.11)s is equivalent to the relation 
(4.8)_ for i = 2. Denote by W, the isometry from go-._, 2 into TRW: which 
appears in the structure of the upper right comer of ‘the completion of 
M~.J",~. Then we have 
d2-m,2 +di1119;,~. =dimLBw,*; (4.12)2 
in case d2_m.2 is not finite, we take W, such that 
The proof of case I can now be completed by induction. 
Case ZZ: m 2 0. From (4.8)+ it follows that MA;"+ ' is already an 
isometry. The proof can be now done in same manner as in case I, 
completing inductively the matrices Mi,y+' (2 Q i Q n - m) to &“-valued 
isometries, respecting the existing Mt;;"+ l-part. 
The last part of the cor0Ihu-y is immediate from Corollary 4.1. 
REMARK 4.3. (i) It is easy to show that in the finitedimensionaI case, the 
conditions (4.8) are equivalent with those appearing in Theorem 3.1(n) from 
[9]. For example, if m < 0, the condition in (4.8)_ for i = 1 is equivalent to 
dim gM;;,.l < CiTidim .X?i, the condition for i = 2 is equivalent to 
dim +;,.2 < ci_;++l dim &‘, and so on. Some other quantities appearing in 
[9] can be computed from the choice matrix. For example, in [9] there were 
introduced the partial rank indices rpe (1~ p, 9 Q n) by the formula 
where 
for l~p,g<n, and +r,q = 0 for p = n + 1 or 9 = 0. From Theorem 2.4 it 
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follows easily that 
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r pQ = dim ker Do PY’ 
(ii) It is plain that when dim.&‘=dimpi’=~<cc for any l<i<n, 
the conditions in (4.8)_ and the second line in (4.8)+ are automatically 
fulfilled. 
(iii) The form of the conditions (4.7) strengthens the importance of the 
“last diagonal” in this completion problem. 
(iv) The analysis of completions can be very well understood with the 
help of the diagram of the elementary rotation of the whole matrix [see 
(2.17)]. 
5. UPPER TRIANGULAR CONTRACTIONS 
This section is devoted to the presentation of a variant of Theorem 2.4 for 
upper triangular (square) matrix contractions; this structure theorem will be 
used for the description of the realizability of such contractions as transfer 
operators for linear, unitary, time-varying systems. In fact, the realizability 
theorem will provide another form of the algorithm in (2.17) for this special 
case. 
The structure theorem given here will take into account the simplifica- 
tions introduced by the zero elements of the upper triangular matrices. Its 
origins may be found in a similar analysis for lower triangular Toeplitz 
contractions which appeared in the study of contractive intertwining dila- 
tions (see [3] and [14]). 
Let &‘= @,p”-,tii, .%‘I= @jm_iXj’, and let T=(Tij)iGi,j<m be a con- 
traction in _Ep(&‘, X’) which is upper triangular, i.e., Tij = 0 for i > j [in 
other words, T E Q,(O) in the terminology of Section 41. For such contrac- 
tions it is useful to give (besides the direct application of Theorem 2.4) a 
structure theorem, which, in the finite case, is obtained by moving the zero 
entries in the upper left comer. This means that for each finite section 
CT*j)l<i ‘$13 of T we change the order in the codomain to 2,’ @ . . - CB.X?[, 
and app y ’ f Theorem 2.4 to the resulting matrix contraction; then we put 
together the obtained information to get the structure of T. 
This procedure requires the following considerations. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A ( @i”_ 1 4, @T_ 1 Zi’)-choice cotriangk is a set of 
contractions 9=(Gii)i<i~j+l<W, where Gi,i_l=O~S?(&_l,Xi’) for i 
= 1,2,... (X0 = {0}), and for i G j, G,j is in =~‘(JQ+, ,, -%:,_,I. 
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To each choice cotriangle we associate the following objects 
(1) the row contractions Rij(S) = R,,, i > 1, j > i, defined by 
(2) the column contractions Cij(S) = Cij, i z 1, j > i, where 
j-ltimes 
t 
~,Gjj,Gj-l,jDclj.....GijDc 
&+I., 
C5e2)ij 
(3) the generaked rotations uij(S)=Uij, i 21, j > i, i + j > 2, where 
is, for each j 2 2, the operator of reversing the order, and for j > i z 1, 
where the conventions are those from (2.16). 
These are, of course, the forms of (2.14), (2.15), and (2.16) which are 
necessary for the present situation. Thus, from Theorem 2.4 we obtain: 
THEOREM 5.2. (a) There exists a one-&me ccnrespundence between the 
upper trian&ar c~tmctions T E .Y;p( @p”_,-X;, @T_lZ’j’) and the set of 
(@p”-p% @r”-l ~~)-choice cotriungles 9 = (G,j)l~i~f+l+_,. Between 
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corresponding elements, the following fnmukzs hold: 
T,i = Gii (5*4) ii 
for i = 1,2,..., andfn-l<i<jcoo, 
Tij=Ri j_lvijCi+,,j+D,,...D,*~GijDc 
‘.I 1 2il.i . . . DC,, , (5.4)ij 
where Ri j-1= Rijl~i>,@ ..e @L%‘~‘B.%‘,$ ... @.~%‘_~@.9~,+,,, 
@ . . . @&,+,,,-,- 
(b) Moreover, if T and 9 correspond to each other, then there exists a 
unitary operator a(T) action between 9T and 69,“= 19G,,. The iokntification 
of gT. can be done using the method jkm [14, Theorem 4.31, where the 
Toeplitz case was considered. 
(c) The algorithm (5.4)-and the cell structure of any finite part of the 
elementay rotation of T-can be read out on the infinite scheme 
~~~ 
(5.5) 
REMARK 5.3. In the Toeplitz case, a slight modification of the diagram 
(5.5) produces a transmission-line structure (see [30]) which is the “flow 
graph” or “block diagram” of the classical Schur algorithm (see [28]). 
Let us give now the realizability procedure mentioned at the beginning of 
the section. Consider the linear, time-varying system 
I” = A,x,,+~ + Q,, 
(5.6) 
Yn=qA+l+DnU”Y n>l, 
where u, E 9” (the input spaces), y, E gn (the output spaces), and x,, E %-, 
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(the state spaces), and for which the operators 
(5.7) n 
n > 1, are unitary operators. It is easy to show that the transfer operator of 
the system (5.6) is an upper triangular contraction T, where 
00 co 
T: @ 4Yi+ @ ?Vi, 
i-l i=l 
T = (Tij) 
is given by Tij = 0 for i c j. and 
(5.8) 
qi=Di, (1 G i <co), (5*g)ii 
andforI<i<j-I, 
~i=CiA,+i***Aj_,~j. C5eg)i, j 
(T is a contraction because the part of T acting between @ ,?_ 1 4Pi and 
@T_i+Yj is a part of a unitary matrix between S,,+i@(@,?_i+!~~) and 
9?“@( @y_i gj), for each n EN.) 
Conversely, consider T an upper triangular contraction acting between 
.%?=@f”-i”; and .%“=$~iX/, and let 9=(Gij)iciGj+l,, be its 
associated choice cotriangle. For the infinite row contractions 
we repeat the analysis of defect spaces and of the elementary rotation done in 
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(2X3)-(2.27) and (3.13)-(3.16). We are led to consider the spaces 
(5.11)i 
and the unitary operators 
wi: xi -+ sq’, (5.12ji 
which act as J( R,)-via the identifications of defect spaces of R i - between 
9(Ri)@(&@ Cl~3~~+,9~,+,,) and q’@ cB~~_LS~,,, and as the identity on 
the rest of components [see (3.15)-(3.16)]. 
The system attached to T is defined as follows: take 
for each n > 1. Note that for n > 1, we have 
Finally, define for each n 2 1 
(5.13L 
(5.14) n 
(5.15L 
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Then it is clear that 
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A, R” 
W,= C 
[ I 
: L?&~+~cB~,, ( = Xn) --, %“egn ( = Xl), (5.16)” ” D 
n 
so the system defined in (5.15) is a unitary one. 
THEOREM 5.4. Co&der an upper triangular contraction T and the 
spaces and operators defined j&m T by (5.13) and (5.15). Then the system 
(5.6) (with the spaces (5.13) and operators (5.15)) is unitary and has T as its 
transfm operator. 
Proof. Remark that { Wi }F_ i defined in (5.12) are not exactly the 
unitary operators which appear in the Kolmogorov decomposition of the 
positive operator associated to T (see Theorem 5.2 and Section 2); however, 
they differ only by some rows with the only nonzero entry equal to the 
identity. Moreover, the way of obtaining the transfer operator of a system 
(5.6) requires exactly the same computations on W, as those appearing in 
Kolmogorov decomposition of T [see also (3.17)], and the theorem follows. n 
REMARK 5.5. (a) The formulas (5.9) are-via Theorem 5.4-another 
way of looking at the Schur algorithm for T contained in Theorem 5.2. 
(b) For time-invariant systems (i.e., when T is a Toeplitz operator) such a 
state representation of T was obtained in [29] using the Naimark dilation 
of T. 
(c) Several other notions and facts from system theory have interpreta- 
tions in the setting of Theorem 5.4. 
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